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Abstract: The stop signal task (SST) paradigm with its original roots in 1948 has been proposed
to study humans’ response inhibition. Several statistical software codes have been designed by
researchers to simulate SST data in order to study various theories of modeling response inhibition
and their assumptions. Yet, there has been a missing standalone statistical software package to enable
researchers to simulate SST data under generalized scenarios. This paper presents the R statistical
software package “SimSST”, available in Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN), to simulate stop
signal task (SST) data. The package is based on the general non-independent horse race model, the
copulas in probability theory, and underlying ExGaussian (ExG) or Shifted Wald (SW) distributional
assumption for the involving go and stop processes enabling the researchers to simulate sixteen
scenarios of the SST data. A working example for one of the scenarios is presented to evaluate the
simulations’ precision on parameter estimations. Package limitations and future work directions for
its subsequent extensions are discussed.

Keywords: R; simulation; stop signal task

MSC: 62-04; 68N01; 92-10

1. Introduction

This introduction is divided into five subsections as follows: Section 1.1 provides a
brief review of the stop signal task. Section 1.2 presents the horse race model (indepen-
dent/generally non-independent) as one of the main methods in which the stop signal
task is studied. Section 1.3 provides a summary of two key parametric reaction times
distributions in which the underlying processes in the horse race model in this work are
modeled. Section 1.4 discusses the motivations behind the “SimSST” statistical software
package. Finally, Section 1.5 presents the study outline.

1.1. Stop Signal Task

The concept of “Response Inhibition” refers to the situations in which the current ongoing
course of actions or thoughts must be changed, controlled, or stopped [1]. The inhibition can
be either proactive or reactive [2,3], and the paradigms commonly used for its study are the
go/no-go task (GNGT) [4] and the stop signal task (SST) [5–7]. The earliest model of the SST
was proposed by Vince in 1948, and more complete versions were proposed in the following
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decades for two-choice tasks, go and stop trials [7,8]. The experiment starts with a fixation
period on the computer screen. In the go tasks, a random series of X or O symbols are shown
to the participant on the computer screen. The participant is then instructed to press the
correct gamepad button associated with either X or O. Approximately 25% (i.e., probability
of stop signal delay pss = 0.25) of these trials have a stop signal after taking a short time of
delay, which is called a stop signal delay time (SSD). The participant is instructed with an
auditory beep sign to withhold pressing the game device buttons. The outcome from stop
trials is categorized into one of successful inhibition (i.e., withholding pressing the device
button) or failed inhibition (i.e., already have been pressing the device). Figure 1a presents the
stop signal task.

(a) Stop Signal Task Trials

(b) The Horse Race Model

Figure 1. (a) The standard stop signal task; (b) Graphical representation of the complete horse race
model: GORT: go reaction times, SRRT: signal respond reaction times, SSRT: stop signal reaction
times, SSD: stop signal delay.

The stop signal task has been proposed through four methods: the deadline model [9],
the independent horse race model [10], the interactive horse race model [11], and the Hanes–
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Carpenter model [12]. We focus on the independent horse race model in details in the next
section and its generalized non-independent version.

1.2. The Horse Race Model

The race model is founded on the notion of the race between two go process (GORT)
and the stop process (SSRT) that is initiated upon triggering stop signal delay (SSD). Here,
if GORT > SSD + SSRT, then a successful inhibition of the primary go task is executed.
Otherwise, a failed inhibition of the primary go task is recorded. The GORT in this type of
trial is called the signal respond reaction times (SRRT). Figure 1b illustrates the complete
independent horse race model. There are three presumptions:

First, there is stochastic independency (Stoch. Ind.) where GORT in go trials and SSRT
in stop trials are independent (i.e., GORT ⊥ SSRT).

Second, there is contextual independency where GORT in go trials and GORT in stop

trials have the same distribution (i.e., GORT d
= (GORT|SSD)).

Third, there is a non-constant status for SSRT as a random variable.
We refer to the general non-independent horse race model as a complete horse race

model in which the assumption of the stochastic independency of GORT and SSRT processes
is relaxed. Since a non-zero Spearman correlation implies statistical dependence, [13]
(Proposition 7.1.3(i)), we will quantify the dependence of GORT and SSRT in terms of their
non-zero Spearman correlation.

The entire distribution of SSRT can be modeled with non-parametric Frequentist
methods [14] or Bayesian Parametric Approaches (BPA) with various features such as
Individual BPA (IBPA) and Hierarchical BPA (HBPA) [15] and mixture methods [16]. In the
next section, we discuss two useful distributions to model GORT and SSRT: Exponentially
modified Gaussian (ExG) and Shifted Wald (SW).

1.3. The Key Reaction Times Distributions

Distributions proposed to model reaction time can be grouped into two families [17–25].
One is the family of convolutionary distributions such as Exponentially modified Gaussian
(ExG) and Exponentially modified Wald (ExW) [19,20]. The other is the family of non-
convolutionary distributions such as Gumbel, Weibull, Lognormal, Gamma and Shifted
Wald (SW) distributions [21–25]. Our work in this paper focuses on the ExG distribution
from the convoluntionary family with a monotonically increasing hazard function and
the SW distribution from the non-convolutionary family with a peaked hazard function.
Table 1 presents key information regarding ExG and SW distributions.

Table 1. A summary of Exponentially modified Gaussian (ExG) and Shifted Wald (SW) distributions’
key features.

Distribution ExG(µ, σ, τ) SW(µ, σ, τ)

Representation N(µ, σ2) ⊕ Exp(τ) Wald(µ, σ2) ⊕ δτ
Domain t ∈ R t ∈ R+

τ
Parameters µ ∈ R, σ ∈ R+, τ ∈ R+ µ ∈ R+, σ ∈ R+, τ ∈ R+

0

PDF 1
τ exp(− t−µ

τ + σ2

2τ2 )Φ(
t−µ
σ −

σ
τ )

1
√

2πσ(t−τ)
3
2

exp(− (t−τ−µ)2

2σ2µ2(t−τ) )

CDF Φ(
t−µ
σ ) − exp(− t−µ

τ + σ2

2τ2 )Φ(
t−µ
σ −

σ
τ ) Φ(

t−τ−µ
σµ
√

t−τ
) + exp( 2

µσ2 )Φ(
−(t−τ)−µ
σµ
√

t−τ
)

Mean µ+ τ µ+ τ
Variance σ2 + τ2 µ3σ2

Skewness 2σ−3τ3(1 + σ−2τ2)
−3
2 3(µσ2)

1
2

Kurtosis 3(1 + 2σ−2τ2 + 3σ−4τ4)(1 + σ−2τ2)−2 15µσ2 + 3
Hazard Function ↗ y

Note: Φ is the CDF of the standard normal distribution.

Note that both ExG and SW are three parametric, right-skewed, leptokurtic, and,
generally non-members of the exponential family. However, they differ in terms of domains
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and functional behaviors. For example, ExG is defined on all real values, while SW is
defined on only non-negative real values (or real values not smaller than τ ≥ 0). In addition,
the ExG hazard function is monotonically increasing, while the SW hazard function is
peaked at some values in the domain. Figure 2 presents these distributions hazard function
behaviors under a variety of scenarios of their associated parameter changes.

Figure 2. (a–c) ExG distribution hazard function change by parameters given µ0 = 440, σ0 = 90,
τ0 = 90; (d–f) SW distribution hazard function change by parameters given µ0 = 1, σ0 = 1, τ0 = 200.

1.4. Motivation

Until the early 2020s, several studies have tested various hypotheses in the stop signal
paradigm concerning inhibition functions, the validity of assumptions of the horse race
model, and a new index estimation of SSRT using simulations [26–32]. One may find the
codes used for the simulations of the stop signal task in C [26], Matlab [27], R [28–30],
and Python [31,32]. However, the authors believe further improvement is needed for the
following reasons.

First, based on our literature review, we could not find a standalone statistical software
package that allows researchers to simulate the stop signal task data effectively, easily,
and timely.

Second, the scripts noted above are based on the assumptions that conceptualize the
go-and-stop processes using the ExG distribution, which violates peak hazard behavior
observed in many empirical reaction times. This violation ultimately restricts the use of
their implementations.
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Third, either fixed SSD or the tracking methods are written in the scripts noted above—
there are no tools allowing researchers to work simultaneously with both methods yet.

Fourth, the above methods all use an independent horse race model, yet no statistical
software code has been proposed until now to simulate the generally non-independent
horse race model.

Finally, R provides a flexible and rich environment to work with other data simulation
packages successfully established in various medical fields, such as psychology and
neuroscience [33–38]. In addition, the researchers can take advantage of open-source and
free software across platforms with active community development [39,40].

Hence, the authors’ main motivation to present the R package, SimSST [41], available
on CRAN is to enable the researchers to simulate the stop signal task data easier, freely,
faster, more efficient, effectively, and with continuous community support.

1.5. Study Outline

This paper is organized as follows. We start by providing minimal but required
theories and instructions for installing the SimSST package. The main functions simulating
SST data with fixed SSD and tracking methods are then illustrated. Next, we present a
simulation study for estimating the parameters used in distributions of modeling GORT
and SSRT using the package. Finally, we discuss the contribution of the SimSST package to
the stop signal task study, current limitations, and future development plans.

2. The SimSST Package
2.1. The Background and Installation

The “SimSST” package is based on the general non-independent horse-race model.
Each round of simulations is carried out with the following steps:

1. Set the simulation method (fixed SSD or tracking).
2. Set the stochastic independency status of GORT and SSRT processes (Yes or No).
3. Set distribution type for GORT and SSRT and also set starting SSD (one of seven

distributions: ExW, ExG, SW, Gumbel, Weibull, Lognormal and Gamma).
4. Simulate each process (either independently or using Copulas).
5. Test if the response from the first stop trial meets SSRT + SSD < GORT. If so, the trial

is marked as successful inhibition. Otherwise, failed inhibition.
6. Test and record the status of all successive stop trials.

(a) Fixed SSD Method—Repeat checking if the following stop trial status is similar
to the first one without a change in the value of SSD in each stop trial.

(b) Tracking Method—Check the status of the first stop trial. If a stop is successful,
add a redesigned constant d (e.g., 50 ms) to the SSD to check the status of the
second stop trial. Otherwise, subtract d (e.g., 50 ms) from the SSD to check that
trial status. Repeat this algorithm for the successive stop trials until the end.

The simulation process presented above may involve 2 × 2 × 72 = 196 potential
scenarios. Table 2 presents sixteen (2 × 2 × 22 = 16) scenarios offered by the package
SimSST (version 0.0.5.2).

The package “SimSST” depends on three R packages: “gamlss.dist” [42], “MASS” [43],
and, “dplyr” [44], and it was developed under R-4.1.3 [45]. The package (version 0.0.5.2) is
available from the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) at https://CRAN.R-project.
org/package=SimSST (accessed on 9 January 2023). The following code chunk shows how
to install and load the package:

line #1:> install.packages("SimSST", dependencies=TRUE)

line #2:> library(SimSST)

The “SimSST” package involves three major multi-variate functions simssfixed(),
simsstrack() and simssgen(). The first two are based on an independent horse-race model,
and the third one is based on a general non-independent horse-race model. Details are

https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=SimSST
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=SimSST
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described in the coming sections. The reader may try to type ?simssfixed, ?simsstrack or
?simssgen in R for the details.

Table 2. A summary of potential simulation scenarios by R package “SimSST” (version 0.0.5.2)).

Scenario Method Stoch. Ind. GORT SSRT Function

1 Fixed SSD Yes ExG ExG simssfixed()/simssgen()
2 SW simssfixed()/simssgen()
3 SW ExG simssfixed()/simssgen()
4 SW simssfixed()/simssgen()
5 No ExG ExG simssgen()
6 SW simssgen()
7 SW ExG simssgen()
8 SW simssgen()
9 Tracking Yes ExG ExG simsstrack()/simssgen()
10 SW simsstrack()/simssgen()
11 SW ExG simsstrack()/simssgen()
12 SW simsstrack()/simssgen()
13 No ExG ExG simssgen()
14 SW simssgen()
15 SW ExG simssgen()
16 SW simssgen()

2.2. The Fixed SSD Based Simulated SST Data

The function simssfixed() simulates the SST data based on the independent horse race
model and the fixed SSDs and needs the following nine input parameters to simulate SST
data. For given b ≥ 1, id is a b-sized character vector for participants’ IDs. The parameters
block, n, and m are b-sized numeric vectors of block numbers, total trials per block, and
stop trials per block, respectively. SSD.b is a b-sized vector of initial stop signal delays on
each block. The dist.go and theta.go parameters are b-sized character vectors, specifying
the type of GORT distributions, and a b × 3 numeric matrix having the specification of
their distributions, respectively. Similarly, dist.stop and theta.stop are a b-sized numeric
vector specifying the type of SSRT distributions and a b × 3 numeric matrix having the
specification of their distributions. The function general code in R is:

simssfixed(pid,block,n,m,SSD.b,dist.go,theta.go,dist.stop,theta.stop)

2.3. The Tracking Method Based Simulated SST Data

The function simsstrack() similarly simulates the SST data based on the independent
horse race model and the tracking method in which at each stage a constant of 50 ms is
added or subtracted to the following SSDs. Its parameters are the same as those of the
former function simssfixed() and its code in R is the following:

simsstrack(pid,block,n,m,SSD.b,dist.go,theta.go,dist.stop,theta.stop)

2.4. The General Tracking Method Based Simulated Correlated SST Data

The functions simssfixed() and simsstrack() proposed in the package “SimSST” have
two limitations. First, both are based on the stochastic independence of GORT and SSRT
processes. Recent studies have shown a severe violation of the assumptions needed for the
independent horse race paradigm [46]. Solutions to overcome this issue are considering
SSDs from 200 ms and incorporation of the Spearman’s rank correlation [47] for the case of
the relaxation of the assumption of stochastic independence between GORT and SSRT. (Note
that for simulation purposes, the Pearson correlation is an inappropriate parameter as it
may not be preserved under monotonic transformations of the original simulated data [47].)
Second, there is no mechanism to connect the functions simssfixed() and simsstrack(). In
particular, we know that replacing the constant added (subtracted) value of 50 ms to the
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SSD in the subsequent stop trials with 0 converts simsstrack() function to the simssfixed().
To solve these limitations, we may consider the generalized simulation function simssgen()
based on the theory of copulas with eleven parameters as follows:

simssgen(pid,block,n,m,SSD.b,dist.go,theta.go,dist.stop,theta.stop,rho,d)

where in which the first nine parameters are exactly as those in the functions simssfixed()
and simsstrack() and the additional parameters rho and d refer to b-sized numeric vectors of
the Spearman correlation of GORT and SSRT processes and the b-sized numeric vectors of
measure of added (subtracted) constant to the initial SSD values, respectively. In particular,
denoting the first nine parameters with “−”, we will have:

simssgen(−, rho = (0)b×1, d = (0)b×1) = simss f ixed(−) (1)

simssgen(−, rho = (0)b×1, d = (50)b×1) = simsstrack(−). (2)

As the first working example for the fixed SSD-based simulated SST data, let us consider a
participant John Smith for two rounds (i.e., blocks) of stop signal task trials, each of size ten
trials, including four random stop trials. We assume that for these rounds of SST trials, the
initiating stop signal delays are 220 ms and 240 ms, respectively. A further assumption is
that the GORT and SSRT are independently distributed as ExG(µ = 440, σ = 90, τ = 90)
and ExG(µ = 120, σ = 80, τ = 70), respectively. The R code given bellow produces the
simulated dataset presented in Figure 3a (note that the probability of stop signal is given by
pss = m/n = 0.40):

line #1:> mySSTdata1<- simssgen(

pid = c("John.Smith", "John.Smith"),

block = c(1,2),

n = c(10,10),

m = c(4,4),

SSD.b = c(220,240),

dist.go = c("ExG", "ExG"),

theta.go = as.matrix(rbind(c(440,90,90),c(440,90,90))),

dist.stop = c("ExG", "ExG"),

theta.stop = as.matrix(rbind(c(120,80,70),c(120,80,70))),

rho=c(0,0),

d=c(0,0))

line #2:> mySSTdata1

As the second working example for the tracking method-based simulated SST data, we now
consider another participant called Jane McDonald with the same parameter specification
used for the former participant, John Smith. Then, with given tracking method in which
d = +50 ms, the R code given below produces Figure 3b:

line #1:> mySSTdata2<- simssgen(

pid = c("Jane.McDonald", "Jane.McDonald"),

block = c(1,2),

n = c(10,10),

m = c(4,4),

SSD.b = c(220,240),

dist.go = c("ExG", "ExG"),

theta.go = as.matrix(rbind(c(440,90,90),c(440,90,90))),

dist.stop = c("ExG", "ExG"),

theta.stop = as.matrix(rbind(c(120,80,70),c(120,80,70))),

rho=c(0,0),

d=c(50,50))

line #2:> mySSTdata2
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(a) Fixed SSD method

(b) Tracking method

Figure 3. Sample SimSST R software package(R studio version 4.1.3) simulated SST data output with
input variables as in the text.
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2.5. Simulation Study: An Example

This section provides an example (scenario #9 in Table 2) showing the analysis of SST
trial data generated by the SimSST package. Consider a single participant for one block of
trials with the following input parameters (we assume that the proportion of stop stimuli is
pss = m/n = 0.25).

Method: Tracking
Stoch. Ind. Status: Independent
Initial SSD: 220 ms
d parameter: 50 ms
total trials: n = 100 k (1 ≤ k ≤ 10)
stop trials: m = 25 k (1 ≤ k ≤ 10)
GORT distribution: ExGaussian(ExG)
θgo = (µgo, σgo, τgo) (440, 90, 90)
SSRT distribution: ExGaussian(ExG)
θstop = (µstop, σstop, τstop) (120, 80, 70).

We now generates the first of ten simulated data using the function simsstrack in the SimSST
package.

line #1:> library(SimSST)

line #2:> SimSST_Data1 <- simssgen(

pid = c("FNLN1"),

block = 1,

n = 100,

m = 25,

SSD.b = 220,

dist.go = "ExG",

theta.go = as.matrix(rbind(c(440,90,90))),

dist.stop = "ExG",

theta.stop = as.matrix(rbind(c(120,80,70))),

rho=0,

d=50)

line #3:> SimSST_Data1

After saving all ten datasets in .csv format, we convert them as input to the BEESTS
software [48] with the following minor modifications: (i) Record positive SRRT values in the
GORT column, (ii) Rename the columns of Trial, Inhibition, SSD and GORT to ss-presented,
inhibited, ssd and rt, respectively, and (iii) Sort the dataset using the ss-presented column in
ascending order. We provide the R code in Appendix A to avoid these tedious manual
modifications. The reader can access the simulated datasets in the supplementary materials.

We now have the BEESTS formatted data for analysis. The following prior specification
and MCMC setting are used to apply the standard BEESTS IBPA [15,48]:

Prior Setting Information:

µgo ∼ Uni f orm[1, 1000] : start value: 500
σgo ∼ Uni f orm[1, 500] : start value: 150
τgo ∼ Uni f orm[1, 500] : start value: 150
µstop ∼ Uni f orm[1, 1000] : start value: 300
σstop ∼ Uni f orm[1, 500] : start value: 150
τstop ∼ Uni f orm[1, 500] : start value: 150
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MCMC Setting Information:

Number of chains: 3
Samples: 50,000
Burn in: 5000
Thining: 5
Limits of Integration: 1–10,000
With Trigger Failure(WTF): No.

Figure 4 shows each parameter estimate of GORT and SSRT with their 95% CrI fitted
by the BEESTS IBPA. We confirmed that for all cases, the parameters used for generating
the SST trial dataset are captured by the 95% CrI. Note that the estimation of the GORT
parameters can generally be improved by increasing the total trial sample size, resulting in
a narrower 95% CrI. On the other hand, estimating the parameters associated with SSRT
generally produces a wider 95% CrI, and some oscillations for the τstop parameter are found.

Figure 4. BEETS method parameters estimations for the SimSST-based simulated SST data with
true parameter values on the black horizontal line: (a–c) GORT ExG parameters; (d–f) SSRT ExG
parameters.

Simulation performance is discussed using ten mean posterior estimates of each the
six parameters θ ∈ (µgo, σgo, τgo,µstop, σstop, τstop). We tested H0 : θ = θ0 vs. H1 : θ , θ0,
where θ0 is the predefined true parameter value used for generating data, using one-sample
t-test and one sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test. As reported in Table 3, all six parameters
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are not significantly different from the one assumed given non-multiplicity (note that we
have stronger evidence for non-significant results as well when controlling for multiplicity
with Holm’s method for m = 6, [49]). However, relatively high PE values associated with
the parameter τstop are shown in both tests. This result might be attributed to the small
stop trials sample size and wider prior distributions specified in the BEESTS IBPA. This
finding cautions the researchers to choose more informative stop priors than those used in
the standard BEESTS IBPA.

Table 3. A summary of one sample t-test and one sample Wilcoxon signed-ranked test for each of
individual parameters (n = 10).

H0 : θ = θ0
H1 : θ , θ0

θ = θ0 µgo = 440 σgo = 90 τgo = 90 µstop = 120 σstop = 80 τstop = 70

(a) t-test

θ̂(95%CI) 445(435,454) 91(86,96) 88(81,94) 120(102,138) 86(72,100) 86(69,104)
Sig.(2-sided) 0.305 0.629 0.436 0.961 0.332 0.061
PE(%) 1.1 1.1 2.2 0.0 7.5 22.9

(b) Wilcoxon test

θ̂(95%CI) 443(435,464) 90(87,98) 89(81,94) 120(102,138) 87(71,110) 89(66,110)
Sig.(2-sided) 0.447 0.953 0.721 1.000 0.635 0.076
PE(%) 0.7 0.0 1.1 0.0 8.8 27.1

Note: Percentage Error (PE) was calculated as PE = |(θ̂− θ0)/θ0| × 100.

3. Discussion
3.1. Summary and Contributions

We provide an R package, SimSST, which is the first statistical software package
implementation of simulating stop signal task data since its concept was introduced in
1948. The package can simulate data (1) using either a fixed SSD or tracking method
and/or (2) either stochastically independent or dependent GORT and SSRT processes
and/or (3) either monotone increasing hazard or peaked hazard reaction times distribution
describing GORT and SSRT processes. In addition, flexibility on controlling the number of
stop trials and total trials allows researchers to explore the asymptotic property through
testing the hypothesis. We anticipate that the package assists the researchers to simulate SST
under various conditions using a general non-independent horse race paradigm efficiently.
As an application, one may simulate SST data under various scenarios and investigates its
connection to fMRI-EEG data to investigate the missing angles of the associated results to
the empirical data in the past studies [50].

3.2. Limitations and Future Work

Our work has several limitations, but they are taken as new perspectives for extensions
as follows:

First, the current version of the SimSST package supports a limited number of
distributions, such as ExG and SW for a three-parameter family of distributions. The key
two parametric candidates such as Weibull, Gamma, and Lognormal [51] need inclusion.
One may ask to include an Exponentially modified Wald (ExW) distribution [52] for the
three-parameter family for the next version.

Second, the package “SimSST” does not yet a address simulation trials with trigger
failures (TF). This issue creates another dimension for its extension in the subsequent
version.

Third, the scope of a simulation study using the SimSST package depends on the current
support of BEESTS software. For example, BEESTS does not include SW distributional
assumption. This limits parameter estimations scenarios.
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Fourth, the illustrative example with this SimSST package is based on one participant
with a single block trial with various sizes of trials. The extension of this example to the
case with several participants (each with several blocks of trials) needs investigation. The
implementation of this scenario requires the hierarchical Bayesian parametric approach
(HBPA) supported by BEESTS.

Aside from the above four potential future work directions, there is another potential
future work direction through the presented simulations in the SimSST package: investi-
gation of behavior of inhibition function P(Inhibition|SSD) (Figure 1b) in terms of relative
position of GORT and SSRT processes when they are simulated from the same parametric
distributions [53]. Here, given scenarios 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 13 and 16 in Table 2, it is plausible
to explore the behavior of the inhibition function when the GORT process is weakly faster
or strongly faster (or none) versus the SSRT process. A final classification of models of
response inhibition over these results [54] and across a spectrum of clinical groups will
widen our understanding of the underlying brain inhibition processes.

3.3. Conclusions

The free SimSST R package enables one to simulate stop signal task data under a
generally non-independent horse race paradigm, ExG and SW parametric assumptions for
the GORT/SSRT processes and both fixed SSD and tracking methods. The simulated datasets
help researchers test their plausible hypothesis regarding various stopping processes within
the stop signal task literature. This saves researchers the required time and costs associated
to the empirical SST data.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/math11030500/s1, (i) “SimSST” R package CRAN documentation;
(ii) ten simulated SST datasets by the package “SimSST”; (iii) their reformatted versions for the
BEESTS package; and (iv) the BEESTS software output for each reformatted simulated dataset.
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archical Bayesian Parametric Approach; IBPA: Individual Bayesian Parametric Approach; MCMC:
Markov Chain Monte Carlo; FNLN: First Name Last Name; PDF: Probability Density Function; PE:
Percentage Error; RT: Reaction Times; SRRT: Reaction Time in a failed stop trial; SSRT: Stop Signal
Reaction Times in a stop trial; SSD: Stop Signal Delay; SST: Stop Signal Task; Stochastic Independency:
Stoch. Ind.; SW: Shifted Wald Distribution; TF: Trigger Failure; WTF: With Trigger Failure.

Appendix A. The R Code to Convert SimSST Files to BEESTS Input Files

line #1:> mypackages <- c("dplyr", "SimSST")

line #2:> lapply(mypackages, require, character.only = TRUE)

line #3:> Data1 <- cbind.data.frame(

ss_presented = recode(SimSST_Data1[,3], ‘Stop’ = "1", ‘Go’ = "0"),

inhibited = SimSST_Data1[,4],

ssd = SimSST_Data1[,8],

rt = SimSST_Data1[,5],

srrt = SimSST_Data1[,7]

)

line #4:> for(i in 1:100)

if(Data1$inhibited[i]==0) Data1$rt[i] <- Data1$srrt[i]

line #5:> BEESTS_Data1 <- (Data1[,-5])[order(Data1$ss_presented),]

line #6:> BEESTS_Data1
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